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People , culture and nature in the rural‐urban fringe : impressions from a study of rural
gentrification in the English Midlands
Dr Martin Phillips , University o f Leicester , Department o f Geography , Leicester L E1 7RH , mp p2＠ le .ac .uk
Key points This paper explores the value of four different conceptions of culture ‐ classical , descriptive , symbolic and critical‐tounderstanding social change and relationships to nature in a rural‐fringe area . Drawing on a research project examining rural
gentrification and nature in an area of permanent improved and unimproved grassland in the English Midlands , it is argued thatwhilst studies of culture in grasslands have often adopted a classical perspective on culture linked to a pastoral or anti‐pastoralperspective , or else a descriptive approach often focused on urban and rural social groups , symbolic and critical perspectivesmay be of more analytical value .
Key words : culture , nature , rural‐urban fringe , gentrification
Introduction Studies of culture in grass/ rangelands have often adopted what Thompson ( １９９０) describes as a�classical�conceptof culture , which he defines as viewpoints that see culture as a process of cultivating the mental and behavioural capacities of
people . Within such perspectives , which emerged strongly within sixteenth century Europe , culture is seen to relate toparticipating in activities that are seen to develop people摧s thoughts and habits , such as educational learning , scholarship andappreciation of the arts and philosophy . There is also clear element of social exclusivity surrounding the processes of culture :those people who participate in such activities are seen to be cultured , while those that do not as uncultured . A range ofdistinctions between the cultural and the non‐ or less‐cultural have emerged , such as between high/ noble/ authentic culture andlow / vulgar / spoilt culture . Such distinctions have been enacted widely and remain persistent to the present day , includingwithin discussions of culture within rural grass / rangeland areas where two variants of the concept can be identified . First , theclassical conception of culture can be seen to underpin�pastoral�conceptions of the countryside as identified by Short (１９９１) ,whereby rural areas are posited as a foundational basis of culture . As Short notes , pastoral concepts of the countryside ofteninvolve claims that a rural culture is in some way better than an urban one , perhaps being wholesome , spiritually nourishing ornatural , while urban cultures are seen as complicated , devious , unnatural . Short identifies a series of historical andcontemporary examples of such perspectives , and they can be seen in many popular , academic and policy related discoursesrelated to grass/ rangeland areas , as in this description of the culture of Inner Mongolia :�The magical grassland has nurturedthe wise , brave , free and lively grassland nationalities , cultivated national instincts of honesty , unity , opening andcreativeness , and given rise to the national spirits of being firm and indomitable , defying difficulties and dangers , pioneeringand advancing" ( Inner Mongolia Grassland Culture Protection & Development Foundation , ２００６) .
Short argues that whilst rural areas are of ten presented as an idyllic pastoral , they are also often viewed in a very different ,anti‐idyllic way . He identifies an�anti‐pastoral�whereby the countryside is considered to be a place of the non‐ or un‐cultured ,whereby rural people and their cultures are seen variously as backward , ill‐educated , dull and �loutish and ill‐mannered"( Short , １９９１ : １３ ) . These features are of ten connected to notions of physical isolation and economic marginality and poverty .Short uses paintings of the Australian bush to illustrate this perspective , and it is clear that grass / rangelands are oftenrepresented through anti‐pastoral imageries . Whilst presenting radically different images of rural areas , both the pastoral andanti‐pastoral viewpoints enact a classical view of culture , whereby culture is seen as process of human development centred onparticipation in certain activities . Where the views differ is in where they see these activities being located : in the pastoral viewculture is created through activities located in the countryside , while in the anti‐pastoral view cultured activities occur primarilyin urban spaces .
Although widely employed , Thompson argues that classical concept of culture has become increasingly displaced by othersenses of the term culture , including what he terms �descriptive�,�symbolic�and�critical�concepts of culture . In the first ofthese , culture is seen as �an array of customs , conventions , habits and practices" ( Thompson , １９９０ : １２３ ) characteristic of aparticular society , historical period , area or social group . The descriptive sense of culture is a much more egalitarian concept ofculture than the classical in the sense that all groups of people are seen to have culture , rather than culture being something
possessed by a select group of people engaged in a select group of activities . It is also a sense of culture that has lost the processfocus of the classical concept : in the descriptive approach people just have culture rather than doing something with culture orculture doing something to people .
The symbolic sense of culture retains the egalitarian dimension of the descriptive conception , but also incorporates a processfocus , with culture being conceived as �the pattern of meaning embodied in symbolic forms . . . by virtue of which individualscommunicate with one another and share their experiences , conceptions and beliefs" ( １３２ ) . Culture is seen as a process ofcommunication , occurring through a variety of forms of direct communication and also indirectly through actions and objectsthat convey meaning . The egalitarian and communication foci are retained in Thompson摧s fourth conception of culture , thecritical , which he argues adopts the features of the symbolic approach but which seeks to analyse these meanings in relation to
�socially constructed contexts and processes" (１３６) . In particular , he argues that the production , transmission and reception of
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meaning is inexorably linked to the exercise of power .
All of these alternative conceptions may be seen to have some relevance to the study of social change in rural and rural‐urbanfringe areas . They have , for instance , clear parallels with the three �tendencies�which Hoggart (１９９７) identifies as potentialjustifications for describing the English countryside as a �middle class territory�. The first of these tendencies was ademographic one , revolving around claims that the middle class has become the predominant social group in the countryside , inlarge part through urban to rural migration . This perspective has connections to a descriptive sense of culture in thatcolonisation of countryside by groups of urban middle class residents has been seen to bring about a cultural clash between rurallocals and middle class incomers , a point clearly made by Newby ( １９７９ : ４８９ ) in his early characterisation of the Englishcountryside as �a predominately middle class territory" created as a result of the �urbanization�of the countryside consequentupon �the movement into the countryside of an urban population‐commuters , second‐home owners , retired couples‐whosepresent or past employment is located in towns or cities" (５７５) and�whose values , behaviour and lifestyles , being commonlybased on an urban , middle class pattern , are very similar , while being noticeably different from those of the locals" (４７９) .
Hoggart摧s second conception of the countryside as middle class territory is essentially a symbolic one , it being suggested thatthe term would be valid if �the conceptual essence" of the countryside was �fundamentally a �construction�of the middleclasses" ( Hoggart , １９９７ : ２５４ ) . Studies have argued that the British middle classes have a strong predeliction for thecountryside , being more likely than other social classes to visit the countryside ( Urry , １９９５ ) , as well as forming the majorpopulation component in many rural areas ( see Phillips , ２００７) . It has also been argued that the middle class figure prominentlywithin rural lifestyle magazines and televisual and cinematic representations of the British countryside ( Phillips et al . , ２００１ ;Thrif t , １９８９) .
The third conception detailed by Hoggart relates to issues of power , it being argued that the term middle class territory isjustified if members of the middle class are able to control the course of what happens in rural areas . Hoggart appears to bereferring primarily to influence through governmental institutions and social associations , although he does highlightconnections to symbolic constructions of the countryside , suggesting that the exercise of power and control is often linked to
�idealisations on what is �right�for the countryside" ( Hoggart , １９９７ : ２５４ ) . Such arguments may be seen to provide anindication of how symbolic processes of meaning production , circulation and reception are embedded within , and act to
perform , relations of power , as implied within Thompson摧s critical conception of culture .
Much of my own work might be seen as being of relevance to the concept of the countryside becoming a middle class territory ,although I have tended to frame it using the term gentrification ( e .g . Phillips , ２００２b ; ２００４ , ２００５a) . Whilst gentrification isof ten seen as a very urban concept , it has , I would argue , almost as long a rural genealogy as an urban one , as well as clearcontemporary rural applicability , bearing close connections with a range of other concepts such as counter‐urbanisation , ruralrepopulation and migration , post‐productivism , rural restructuring , rural renaissance and rural regeneration . Whilstgentrification has been defined in a series of different ways ( see Phillips , ２００５b) , it is widely seen to refer to processes wherebya new group of human occupants , members of some middle , service or new middle class , come into an area and displaceexisting local , more working class occupants , of ten in the process also refurbishing , extending and converting properties . It isa process that is increasingly seen to have important symbolic dimensions , as well as being potentially focused on issues of
power and conflict . It is also a phenomenon which is seen to occur in areas of wilderness ( Darling , ２００５ ) , including areas ofex tensive grass/ rangeland ( e .g . Ghose , ２００４ ; Walker & Fortmann , ２００３) , as well as in rural‐urban fringe areas .
This paper will explore the value of the descriptive , symbolic and critical perspectives on culture drawing on research conductedas part of the UK Research Council摧s Rural Economy and L and Use ( RELU ) programme , entitled Gentri f ying nature : an
investigation o f the social use and modi f ication o f nature in a Leicestershire v illage undergoing gentri f ication . In the nextsection of the paper I will briefly outline the research materials and methods used in this project , before going on to explore
people摧s attitudes to nature in one gentrified village in an area of permanent improved and unimproved grassland withinLeicestershire , England .
Materials and methods The RELU research programme explicitly sought to foster interdisciplinary research , with all projectsrequiring the utilisation of �research staff , methods and perspectives from natural and social science disciplines� ( RuralEconomy & Land Use Programme , ２００５ : ２) . In the case of this project , interdisciplinarity involved the use of social sciencedata and survey methods in combination with remote sensing and ecological survey methods , integrated through a programme ofresearch utilising the parallel and integrated strategies identified by T ress et al (２００５) . As illustrated in Figure １ , the formerelements involved two phases of research centred on , initially , the regional analysis of social statistical and remote‐sensed datarelating to rural settlements , and subsequently , the employment of social and ecological surveys within and around one villagesettlement . In these elements , natural and social science methods were employed independently but concurrently . In theintegrative research , social and natural scientists in the research team worked together on the research elements , which includedinitial theorisation of the research project , selection of the case study village , the conduct of integrated garden surveys andethnographic interviews , and final interpretation . Overall some １４０ questionnaires , １２０ habitat surveys and ４４ garden surveys/ethnographic interviews were completed , as well as use made of Census data and high resolution aerial photographs supplied by
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Infoterra .
Figure 1 Research Programme and Imp lementation o f Inter‐Discip linarity
Results and discussion A key element of the research was to assess the extent and form of greenspace within gentrifying villages .Here use was made of Census data and the aerial photographs , with the former allowing identification of villages where therewas evidence of a sizeable and growing middle class , whilst the latter provided an assessment of the significance of green spacewithin rural settlements . This was seen to be of importance for two reasons . First , the project sought to explore whether
gentrifiers might be moving into rural areas because they desire proximity to nature , an argument which had been made by ,amongst others , by Smith and Phillips (２００１ : ４５７) who have suggested that rural gentrification is a process stimulated by �thedemand for , and perception of , �green" residential space�. Studies have long identified the �rural environment�as one�motivational pull�leading people to move into the countryside , although the precise constituents of this pull has variedconsiderably . For Smith and Phillips ( ２００１ ) the emphasis is on �green space�, for Halfacree ( １９９４ ) it is on the physicalqualities of rural space which might be seen to encompass such material characteristics as physical spatiality , chemical purityand soundlessness , features which are also evident in Kaplan and Austin摧s (２００４ ) study of the attraction of �nearby nature�,although they also highlight the significance of visuality , a feature also emphasised by Paquette and Domon ( ２００３ ) . Whilstmany people still see nature as a singular , unchanging and discrete entity from society , as argued in Phillips and Mighall (２０００ :
３６９‐３７０) it might be better conceptualised as a series of actants which come to be defined by at least some people as �natural�or �part of nature�. Hence just as the notion of the �post‐rural�has been coined to refer to �any phenomena that any peopletake to be rural�( Phillips , １９９８ : ４４) , so the study of �post‐nature�might be seen to encompass everything that is taken to benatural or part of nature .
A second reason for assessing the extent and form of green space within villages was to consider the possible ecological impactsof gentrification . As Paquette and Domon ( ２００３ : ４２６ ) observe , not only is relatively little known about how landscapeattributes influence residential migration streams and �rural socio‐demographic evolution" , but also �[ e] qually unresolved ishow rural migration affects landscape development" , save for repeated expressions of concern about the loss of grassland andother green spaces to house construction . The ecological impacts of gentrification are , however , far more diverse than is oftenrecognised . Research in North America , for instance , has identified residential landowners as key agents in effecting landscapechange , with Kaplan and Austin (２００４ : ２３６) suggesting that residential developments at the�urban fringe�all too often meetthe desire of proximity to nature at considerable environmental cost :�[ e] xisting forestland is removed 爥 impervious surfaceare increased ; and chemicals used to maintain vast lawns" . Residential development is not , however , necessarily detrimental tobiodiversity : urban and suburban studies have , for instance , revealed that greater species diversity can exist in vegetated areasof residential built environments than is found in comparably sized areas of open countryside ( e .g . Maestas et al . , ２００３ ;McDonnell , １９９７) .
Table １ shows the percentage of green and non‐green space within village envelopes as calculated from a spectral analysis ofaerial photographs for seven �gentrifying�villages in the �Leicestershire Wolds�, an area composed primarily of permanentimproved grasslands with pockets of unimproved grassland ( see Phillips et al . , ２００８ for details of methods of analysis) . Theresults suggest that green spaces have considerable quantitative significance within the built‐up environment of the villages .
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Assessment of their ecological significance in terms of biodiversity cannot be read off from such assessments and a ground levelecological survey was therefore conducted in and around one of the villages , Old Dalby . This village was selected because itdisplayed many classical features of rural gentrification , having seen a significant population grow th over the course of thesecond half of the ２０th/ early ２１st centuries associated with a rise in the proportion of residents working in non‐agricultural
�middle class�or�service class�jobs : some ６４ .８ percent of householders classified with a class position in the ２００１ Census fellwithin the middle classes . This grow th in population and changing social composition had been facilitated both by new‐buildhouse construction and also the conversion and extension of existing properties , including former agricultural ones .
Table 1 The p roportion ( ％ ) o f green and non‐green sp ace in each v illage envelope
Village Village area( ha) ％ Greenspace Area of green space( ha) ％ Non‐greenspace Area of non‐greenspace( ha)
Ab Kettleby ９ 枛.７ ５２ 痧５ 览.０ ４８  ４ .７
Goadby Marwood ７ 枛.４ ６３ 痧４ 览.７ ３７  ２ .７
Knossington １２ �.０ ５７ 痧６ 览.８ ４３  ５ .２
Long Clawson ３５ �.９ ５６ 痧２０ 鬃.１ ４４  １５ ,.８
Nether Broughton １３ �.７ ５９ 痧８ 览.１ ４１  ５ .６
Old Dalby ２０ �.６ ５６ 痧１１ 鬃.５ ４４  ９ .１
Scalford １１ �.１ ５５ 痧６ 览.１ ４５  ５ .０
Average １５ �.８ ５７ 痧８ 览.９ ４３  ６ .９
The results of the surveys suggest that the green spaces within the village of Old Dalby support a higher botanical diversity thanareas of comparable habitat in the wider countryside . A survey of publicly accessible grassland located in greenspaces within andoutside the village envelope , for instance , revealed an average of １１ .８ species per ４m２ sampling quadrat inside the village versusonly ７ .３ species outside the village envelope ( total number of quadrats ＝ ５２ ) . This diversity can partly be explained by acontinuous arrival of species in these environments as people seek to follow latest planting fashions , although more significantfactors may well be the highly varied , small‐scale habitat mosaic imposed by human actions , especially in garden spaces ( Smithet al . , ２００６ ) , and the less intensive regime of land management within the village envelope compared to that of the surroundingagricultural countryside . The survey work also included a sample of private gardens , which revealed considerable small‐scaleecological diversity of garden habitats . Whilst species richness of garden grasslands ( i .e . lawns ) was generally lower ( ６ .１species per ４m２ quadrat , n ＝ ８０ ) than in both public open spaces within the village and agrarian spaces beyond the villageenvelope , there was considerable variation ( minimum species per quadrat was ２ , maximum was １８ ) . These values reflect theintensity and variability of grassland management regimes , with some gardeners adopting a frequent mowing regime whilstothers either intentionally or unintentionally allowed the sward to grow to its full height , thus favouring the grow th of a rangeof native , broadleaved species . There were also a wide range of other plants , and indeed fauna , within the gardens , reflectingagain both intentional plantings and unintended consequences of human activity and inactivity .
Such diversity clearly raises questions as to whether these reflect socio‐cultural differences . Studies of gardens and front‐yards ,particularly in North America , have long identified the presence of class‐related social differentiation : Schmid ( １９７５ ) , forinstance , has suggested that �closed�garden landscapes in which large trees and shrubs separate and screen properties fromview is characteristic of �upper social class�areas . Such studies frequently adopt a descriptive sense of culture , wherebydifferent social groups are seen to adopt quite distinct attitudes , tastes and practices . This viewpoint is very clearlydemonstrated by Milbourne (２００３ : ２９１) who suggests that new social groups moving into rural areas �are often holding on todifferent socio‐natural constructions of rural life than those held by key fractions of the more established populations in thesespaces" . He continues by claiming that a series of �socio‐nature conflicts " have emerged between new and establishedresidential groups , although he also comments that whilst �in‐moving middle classes" do appear to �import different socio‐natural constructions of rural life" ( ２９５) , these are not necessarily distinctively different from those held by existing residents .Such comments reveal some of the problems associated with the descriptive concept of culture , which were also very clearlyevidenced within the current study . It was clear , for instance , that identities , attitudes , values and practices were considerablymore diverse than the descriptive approach may be seen to imply . So , for instance , many of the in‐movers were from other ruralareas , or neighbouring rural market towns , rather than coming from cities or other large urban centres . Furthermore , manywere , at most , ambiguously middle class , and it was clear that values and actions , including those related to construction of the
garden and use of the surrounding countryside , were influenced by factors such as age and gender .
A descriptive approach to culture is hence arguably of relatively little value in understanding the relationship people held tonature within the village of Old Dalby , and more widely as well . Turning to a symbolic approach , it was evident that nature
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held considerable meaning for people in the village of Old Dalby , although this meaning varied considerably . It was , forinstance , clear that a wide range of actants taken to be natural were seen as key elements of an attractive rural locality :��whenyou get upstairs in my house 爥 it is the most beautiful view over to the church and it is lovely 爥 It is open , there aren摧t anyhouses there , and there摧s trees , and the church , and fields , it is rural 爥 If you look over there you can摧t find much more ruralthan that" ;�I would describe it as a very lively village , friendly village and a pretty village 爥You come down the hill and it ismagical , it looks lovely 爥when the lights are just going on it is just beautiful really , and in different seasons , you get differentreflections and different lights , and it is just lovely" ;�I like the country , I like the quiet . I don�t like towns . I work in a town ,I don�t want to live in the town as well 爥 I think the view out of this window , those trees , is fantastic 爥There couldn�t beanybody else in the country to have such a fantastic view out of their window and say �that摧s all mine�. I like that , I like thetrees , I think trees are fantastic . We do watch the wildlife when it�s there . We don�t sit there waiting for the wildlife toappear . We don�t have to" . It was striking how not only were physical landscape features and flora featured in accounts of thevillage , but also how animals also featured prominently , with a particular feature of the village being the number of �rustic�animals present there , with many householder keeping old and rare breeds of livestock animals and birds .
Actants taken to be nature were clearly highly significant to many residents , and formed important constituents of a ruralisedidentify amongst both incoming and long settled residents . The same actants could , however , be viewed , or sensed , in quitedistinct ways , with at least four symbolic constructions of nature being identifiable . First , as has been observed in other studies( e .g . Kaplan & Austin , ２００４ ; O摧Rouke , １９９９ ; Ryan , ２００６ ) , for many residents nature was apprehended as essentially anobject of an aesthetic gaze . Many descriptions already quoted make reference to views , often out of windows or from gardenspaces , a feature which resonates with the work of Kaplan ( ２００１ ) . This attitude is often viewed through a descriptiveconception of culture , being ascribed exclusively to incoming middle class residents , although I would suggest that it is neitheruniversally adopted by such people , nor indeed assumed solely by people within this group . The notion of nature as an aestheticobject can be seen to have certain connections into what has been previously described as a�move‐in for self and show�lifestylediscourse , it being suggested that adherents to this symbolic construction�tend to view the village and surrounding countrysideas an aesthetic background to dwellings and a vista to be gazed upon , of ten from the privacy of their own property" ( Phillips ,
２００２a : ９７ ) . This work , however , stressed that this lifestyle discourse was only one amongst a range of new middle classidentities , and that people other than middle class people were positioned within and through this lifestyle .
Other residents sensed nature in more embodied ways , such as through being an object of labour : �when I get up in themorning I go 爥�Oh my lovely garden , the grass needs cutting�" ;�I spend quite a bit of time in the garden whether I spendmuch time looking at it is a different matter all together 爥because I don�t want to sit down . I see something , and I�ll go topull a weed up or something like that , or prune something" . Again this is relationship to nature that has often been viewedthough a descriptive approach to culture , being seen as the cultural attitude of agricultural workers and as a differentiator ofsome truly / authentically �rural person�f rom an urban incomer . However , in Old Dalby it was an attitude and identity that wasclearly adopted by some middle class incomers . Furthermore , it was not simply agricultural and horticultural activities thatembodied notions of nature as an object of work ; so too were more consumptive activities such as recreational walking , withstress often being placed on the physical effort required . Other residents engaging in activities such as gardening and walkingseemed to stress rather different forms of embodied engagements , apparently valuing nature less in terms of an object withwhich they worked , but rather as something into which they were immersed during the performance of their everyday lives .Repeated references were , for instance , made to appreciating the sounds of birds and to routine encounters with them :�we areliving in the countryside 爥 that�s part of living here , but it�s a different kind of peace because you can sit here and hear thebirds , and get to know the wildlife" ;�I walk around in the evening . I like it . There is more to see in the evening some times 爥This bush down there , is ever so funny , I call it �the flat�, because the sparrows , they all fly down and they all go there andthey have a great big argument . And you can hear them , all the time . And then all get out and go away and go and dosomething and then they all fly back" . Yet for other residents , nature appeared and was valued not as some intimate andimmersive entity , but rather as distanced and expansive : a space to be walked , and perhaps even driven though :�whenever Idrive to or from 爥 [ the village] I think ,�ah , I live in the country�" . Such perspectives may have close parallels with notionsof nature as an object of aesthetic gaze , but for some people , expansive environments , including areas of grassland , wereclearly valued in more embodied , less visual ways .
These symbolic constructions of nature and the countryside appear to draw upon a range of senses and activities , and arguablymay be seen to demonstrate Thrif t摧s ( ２００３ : ３１９ ) claim that nature is apprehended and constructed through �planes of affectattuned to particular body parts ( and senses) and corresponding elements of Nature ( from trees to grass , to river and sky" .These constructions may also be seen to connect to , and affect , relations of power and conflict , not least because they resourceand constrain the activities in which people engage . Also their very diversity means that village space , and its actants taken tobe natural , are often viewed in quite different ways . This point was very evident in relation to an area of open grassland in acentral part of the village which was routinely valued by people in the village , including many incoming gentrifiers , but wasitself under threat from gentrification related development . Whilst some other gentrifers were adamantly opposed to itsredevelopment because it represented a space for immersive engagement with nature , others who adopted more aestheticrelations with nature often could see no value in an area which was largely hidden from view .
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Conclusions This paper has explored the value of four different conceptions of culture in people�s relationships to nature in arural‐f ringe area . It has argued that whilst studies of culture in grass / rangelands have often adopted a classical perspective onculture linked to a pastoral or anti‐pastoral perspective , descriptive , symbolic and critical perspectives have also been advanced ,at least in relation to the study of the English countryside as a middle class territory . The paper has then drawn on a research
project examining rural gentrification and the role of nature within this . The research project has focused on gentrifying villagesin an area of permanent improved and unimproved grassland within Leicestershire , England , with attention being primarilyfocused on assessing whether descriptive , symbolic and critical concepts of culture are of value in understanding people摧sconceptions of and relationships with nature . It has been argued that application of a descriptive approach is difficult , but theredoes appear to be value in applying symbolic and critical perspectives .
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